aFeinbergPhotography Newsletter October ’12
Of Times That Have Come And Gone
It seems that quite a while has passed between our correspondences. And for that I apologize. If
not to you, then to myself. It’s amazing what can occur in such a short period of time. In brief,
aFeinberg Gallery: St Regis-Princeville (the 3rd location) opened in June to a great, intimate crowd.
A number of new images, including the recently released, “Celestine Prophecy” (featured on page
2) have been highly awarded. My travels have brought me to California and Nevada for an extended
time to continue building and expanding the portfolio. And in fact, I return to CA this week to try
and capture my first autumn colors through the camera (yes, I have not seen fall in 6 years).
But what does it all mean? I think the hardest part to all the excitement has been scheduling. Hey
Aaron...aren’t you the boss...don’t you make your own schedule? Why yes, but having to write down
what I need to be doing and when is something of a new experience. And after all, don’t we all love
new experiences!? :)
These newsletters will continue back on their monthly schedule, however, with one slight change.
With the launch of our NEW WEBSITE and subsequent blog, more attention will be put there to
update you more frequently with awards, new releases, stories from the road and photography
insights. It will be interactive so I encourage you all to comment and join the conversation on the
site! Of course your feedback is always welcome.
Thank you all so much for the ongoing support and off we go!!
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In Depth
“Celestine Prophecy”
This is one of my favorite locations on Kauai and I
had not been here in well over a year. With some
free time I was debating between 2 locations for
sunset and ended up deciding on this one. While
hiking down the trail, I was thinking with the
clear skies it would be fun to try a technique I've
been meaning to give a whirl...combining one
exposure for the landscape while being able to
see the stars. Taking out my fancy phone and
using Star Walk, I was able to find that the Milky
Way would be in this approximate position just
after sunset. So I composed, set my exposure
and waited for the light to drop low enough to
get the first shot...then waited...and waited.
Finally, it got dark enough to get a shot of the
stars but the Milky Way wasn't far enough over!
Rats. I then spent the next 90 min or so waiting
for the 'cloud' to move across the sky in to my
composition. While taking the exposure, I
thought it might be fun to immediately tilt up and
take another to possibly blend in to make a
panorama. The Milky Way was arching over the
entire sky but alas couldn't get it all :)
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